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The Irish Chain is one of the most universally known patterns dating to pre-American Revolutionary

War times. While evidence is lacking that this pattern came from Ireland, it has been suggested that

the Irish Chainpattern may have been inspired by a similar Irish weaving pattern. What ever the

origin, the Irish Chain is a timeless pattern that continues to delight quilters today.
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Twenty nine years ago Eleanor Burns introduced her first Quilt in a Day book, cultivating a

quiltmaking revolution. She presented her unique style, a diverse combination of cutting and sewing

applications, creating new techniques altogether. Her concise step by step directions are easy to

grasp, allowing the possibility for anyone to be successful at making a quilt. Eleanor Burns gave

quiltmakers techniques that compacted months into merely a day, a quilt in a day, spreading her

vibrant enthusiasm within everyone. She has motivated thousands of want-to-be quilters with

needed confidence and assurance. Altogether, the impact of her influences opened the door to a

renewal. Her efforts sowed the seeds that have grown into many techniques that are commonly

used today. Since 1978 when she self-published her first book Make a Quilt in a Day: Log Cabin

Pattern, she has authored over seventy five additional books. Throughout the world today, there are

thousands of inst!ructors teaching her quiltmaking methods. Her first Quilt in a Day TV series began



airing on PBS in 1990 and is still broadcast nationwide and abroad and now her shows can be seen

on the world wide web on QNN and Quilters TV.

Great book for quilting an Irish chain quilt for my Irish husband.

I took a class that used this book -- and it's a good thing I did. Because I learn visually I didn't find

the instructions clear even though there are plenty of illustrations. The charts that tell you how many

of what you need to cut & sew to make various sizes were excellent.

Can't wait to make this quilt

One thing about Eleanor...she makes it so easy to make a lovely quilt. Her methods and written

instructions are easy enough for a beginner and challenging enough for an expert. I've made so

many of her quilts, two actually of the Irish Chain, but have misplaced my book, so need another

one to take it's place. Will make yet another triple Irish Chain. Love that pattern.

This has quickly become my favorite quilt to make. It's fun and Eleanor's instructions make even the

double chain easy to do. I have made several of them for sports enthusiasts using their team's

fabric in the middle with accents in the chains. It also works well for baby quilts. The perfect gift!

Really nice book.

I have wanted to make a quilt of this type for a while and this is a good resource book for this

project.

Excellent
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